The dynamic characteristics of ref lex eye movements were measured in two strains of chronically prepared mice by using an infrared television camera system. 
Mutant mice generated by gene-targeting methods are useful for the study of the molecular and cellular bases of animal behaviors, including learning and memory (1) (2) (3) . The cerebellum is supposed to be responsible for some forms of motor learning. Since the impaired motor functions and deficient cerebellar long-term depression (LTD) of type 1 metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR1)-deficient mice were reported (4), several groups have tried to establish a possible link between the modification of synaptic transmission in the cerebellum and motor functions by using other types of mutant mice (5) (6) (7) (8) . Those studies supported the hypothesis that LTD is closely associated with a form of motor learning (eyeblink conditioning) (4, 7, 8) , and at the same time raised an argument against the role of LTD in motor coordination (7, 8) , although one can claim that the assays used may not have been sensitive enough to assess motor coordination. It also was proposed that the elimination of multiply innervated climbing fibers to a Purkinje cell plays a crucial role in motor coordination (6, 7) .
To gain further insight into the cellular and molecular bases for motor learning, it is necessary to introduce more sensitive and quantitative paradigms to analyze the motor behaviors of mice. In this study, we quantitatively evaluated the dynamic characteristics of two forms of representative reflex eye movements, i.e., the horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex (HVOR) and horizontal optokinetic response eye movement (HOKR), which are eye movements that compensate for the movements of the head and visual fields, and determined the adaptation paradigm for the HOKR in mice. We compared the dynamic characteristics of these two eye movements in two strains, C57BL͞6 and 129͞Sv, which usually are used to generate gene-knockout mice. The importance of genetic background has been pointed out in the evaluation of some forms of cognitive behaviors (9) . We show here that the 129͞Sv strain possesses an inherent severe sensory-motor anomaly, at least in the sensory-driven reflex eye movement systems. The HVOR and HOKR are seen in many animal species, and simple manipulation of visual environments induces immediate adaptations in their dynamic characteristics. The neural circuitry for these reflex eye movements and their adaptive mechanisms are assumed to be common irrespective of animal species (10) . We examined the neural areas responsible for the adaptation of the HOKR by lesion studies and found that the flocculo-olivary areas are essential for the adaptation of the HOKR in mice.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
C57BL͞6 and 129͞Sv mice with black eyes (body weight 20-25 g, Japan Crea, Hamamatsu, Japan) were used. Under pentobarbital anesthesia (Nakalai, Kyoto, Japan; 60 mg͞kg body weight) in aseptic conditions, a platform for fixation of the head was built on the cranial bone by using four small screws and one long bolt fixed in place by synthetic resin. No less than 48 h after surgery, a mouse was mounted on the turntable with its head fixed and its body loosely restrained in a plastic cylinder. The turntable was surrounded by a cylindrical (30 cm diameter) screen with a checked pattern (square size, 4°). The mouse's head was tilted so that the lateral semicircular canals were positioned approximately parallel to the horizontal plane.
The HVOR was induced by sinusoidal oscillation of the turntable in the horizontal plane by 10°(peak to peak) at 0.11-0.50 Hz in darkness. The HOKR was induced by sinusoidal oscillation of the screen by 5-20°(peak to peak) at 0.11-0.17 Hz (maximum screen velocity, 2.6-10.5°͞s) in the light. The evoked eye movements were recorded by using an
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked ''advertisement'' in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. infrared television camera system (11). As shown in Fig. 1A , the frontal view of the right eye was monitored by the infrared charge-coupled device television camera (SSC-M350, Sony, Tokyo) through a cold mirror. The pupil of the right eye was illuminated by an infrared light (wavelength, 900 nm)-emitting diode and displayed on a 12-inch television monitor, magnified ϫ32. The area of the pupil was determined by the difference in brightness between the pupil and the iris. The real-time position of the eye was measured by calculating the central position of the left and right margin of the pupil within the window (Fig. 1C) at 50 Hz using a position-analyzing system (C-1170, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu City, Japan) and stored in the personal computer system. More than 10 cycles of the evoked eye movements free from artifacts caused by blinking or body movements (Fig. 1 D-F) were averaged, and the mean amplitude and phase were calculated by a modified Fourier analysis (12, 13). The mean effective diameter of the mouse eyeball was 3.2 mm (n ϭ 5) in this study. The gain was defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of eye movement vs. the peak-to-peak amplitude of the turntable or screen oscillation. The phase was defined as 0°when the peak of eye movement matched the peak of the screen oscillation in the HOKR, and when the peak of eye movement was completely opposite to the peak of the turntable oscillation in the HVOR.
The adaptability of the HOKR in C57BL͞6 mice was investigated by 1 h of sustained oscillation of the screen by 10°a t 0.17 Hz (5.2°͞s) in the light. This condition was chosen as the one that effectively induced large retinal slips in these mice. The HOKR was measured every 30 min. As a control experiment, sustained oscillation of the screen at slower velocity (5°a t 0.11 Hz, 1.7°͞s), which induced relatively small retinal slips, and sustained oscillation of the turntable in darkness by 10°at 0.17 Hz, which induced no retinal slips, for 1 h were used.
The flocculi or inferior olivary nuclei were lesioned in C57BL͞6 mice. Under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia, small holes were made bilaterally in the bones overlying the paraflocculus, and a microsyringe (80135, Hamilton) was inserted stereotaxically into the flocculus. Ibotenic acid (Sigma) (0.1%) dissolved in 0.1 M PBS was injected bilaterally (0.2 l for each side) 4-10 days before the eye movement measurements. Inferior olivary nuclei were lesioned by i.p. injection of 3-acetylpyridine (3-AP, Nakalai; 500 mg͞kg body weight) followed by 500 mg͞kg of nicotinamide (Nakalai) with an interval of 3 h, according to a procedure described previously (14) . The 3-AP was injected at least 17 days before eye movement measurements. After the entire series of eye movement measurements was complete, the lesioned mice were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and perfused intracardially with PBS followed by a 10% formol-PBS solution. Excised brain tissues were stored in 10% formol-PBS solution overnight, and embedded in 30% gelatin and OCT compound (Sakura, Tokyo). Coronal sections were serially prepared at 40-m thickness by using a conventional cryostat and stained with cresyl violet for microscopic inspection. The extensions of lesions were estimated by the loss of granule cells in the cerebellar cortex and the loss and the presence of degenerative neurons in the inferior olivary nuclei. These experimental protocols were approved by the management committee at the Laboratory of Experimental Medicine, based on the school's guide for laboratory animals.
RESULTS
The HVOR was evoked by turntable oscillation in darkness, and the HOKR was evoked by screen oscillation in light, as shown in Fig. 1 D and E. The HOKR and HVOR interacted additively when the turntable and screen were simultaneously oscillated in light (Fig. 1F) . The gain of the HOKR in C57BL͞6 Fig.  2A ). The gains of the HVOR in the C57BL͞6 mice were nearly constant (around 0.5) at 0.11-0.5 Hz (Fig. 2C) . The phases were stable at around 0°irrespective of the gain of the HOKR or HVOR (Fig. 2 B and D) . On the contrary, the gains of the HVOR were significantly lower (P Ͻ 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA) in the 129͞Sv mice than in the C57BL͞6 mice at 0.11-0.5 Hz (Fig. 2C) , and the phases of the HOKR were significantly delayed (P Ͻ 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA) by 30°a t any of the velocities used (Fig. 2B) . The gains of the HOKR in the 129͞Sv mice tended to be lower than those of the C57BL͞6 mice (Fig. 2 A) , but statistical significance was not attached to these difference (P Ͼ 0.05 by two-way ANOVA). These results suggested that the 129͞Sv mice possess an inherent profound anomaly in their reflex eye movement systems.
The HOKR was generally stable and was affected very little by the general conditions of the mice. On the other hand, the HVOR was rather sensitive to the states of alertness and͞or stress of the mice. For example, external somatic stimuli, e.g., a gentle tail touch, affected the gain of the HOKR very little, but increased the gain of HVOR by 0.2 on average in C57BL͞6 mice in preliminary experiments (data not shown). Thus in the present experiments, the adaptation of the HOKR was investigated by a 1-h sustained sinusoidal screen oscillation in the light in C57BL͞6 mice. Sustained oscillation of the screen by 10°at 0.17 Hz (5.2°͞s) for 1 h, whereby the gain of the HOKR was relatively low (Fig. 2 A) , so that a sufficient amount of retinal slips occurred, adaptively increased the gain of the HOKR by 0.03-0.19 in 10 of 12 mice (Fig. 3 A and B) . The mean increase in the HOKR gain for these 12 mice was 0.08 (Fig. 3C) . Meanwhile, sustained oscillation of the screen by 5°a t 0.11 Hz (1.7°͞s), whereby relatively small retinal slips occurred, affected the gain of the HOKR very little (P Ͻ 0.05 by Student's t test) (Fig. 3C) . Similarly, sustained turntable oscillation in darkness by 10°at 0.17 Hz, whereby no retinal slips occurred, did not increase the gain of the HOKR (P Ͻ 0.05 by Student's t test) (Fig. 3C) .
To locate the neural areas involved in the adaptation of the HOKR, bilateral lesions were made either in the cerebellar flocculi (n ϭ 6) or inferior olivary nuclei (n ϭ 8) in C57BL͞6 mice. Floccular lesions caused by local application of ibotenic acid little affected either the gain (Fig. 4 A and B) or the phase (data not shown) in the HOKR or HVOR, and abolished the adaptation of the HOKR (Fig. 4C) . On the contrary, lesions in the paraflocculi, sparing the flocculi, did not impair either the dynamics (HOKR gains: 0.54 Ϯ 0.04 at 2.6°͞s, 0.46 Ϯ 0.05 at 3.5°͞s, 0.38 Ϯ 0.02 at 5.2°͞s, 0.14 Ϯ 0.01 at 10.5°͞s, mean Ϯ SE, n ϭ 6) or the adaptation of the HOKR (gain increase: 0.08 Ϯ 0.02, mean Ϯ SE, n ϭ 6). Inferior olivary nuclei lesions caused by i.p. injection of 3-AP did not affect either the gain (Fig. 4A) or phase (data not shown) of the HOKR, but markedly depressed the adaptation of the HOKR (Fig. 4C) . The gains of the HVOR fluctuated stimulus frequency dependently, which was not attached with statistical significance (P Ͼ 0.30 by two-way ANOVA) by inferior olivary nuclei lesions (Fig. 4B) . Stimulus frequency-dependent changes were seen in the phase of the HVOR. The phases were delayed by about 30°at low frequencies (0.17-0.33 Hz), and about 10°at the highest frequency (0.50 Hz) (P Ͻ 0.001 by two-way ANOVA, data not shown).
Microscopic inspections revealed that substantial numbers of the granule cells were destroyed and Purkinje cells disappeared after microinjection of ibotenic acid into the flocculi (Fig. 5A) . The injection preferentially injured middle and caudal parts of the flocculus, where 20-60% of the granule cells were lost. As a consequence, the flocculus slightly shrank. Large fractions of the inferior olivary nuclei involving medial accessory nuclei cell groups were deformed because of the degeneration of neurons after the application of 3-AP (Fig.  5B) . To quantify the lesions, the cell numbers within the dorsal cap of Kooy were numerated from three representative sections per mouse. The relative cell numbers in the dorsal cap of Kooy in the treated mice were decreased by 35.1 Ϯ 0.05% (n ϭ 8) compared with those of C57BL͞6 untreated mice (n ϭ 2). We did not detect abnormalities in any other regions in the brains of these mice. 
DISCUSSION
In this study, we quantitatively evaluated the dynamic characteristics of mouse HOKR and HVOR. The HVOR gain in C57BL͞6 mice (around 0.5) was the same as those of pigmented rabbits (0.4-0.6, ref. , whereas the gains of the HOKR at low-velocity screen oscillations were low (0.5) in C57BL͞6 mice compared with other afoveate animals. The gain of the HOKR at low-velocity screen oscillation is known to be almost unity (0.8-1.0) in pigmented rabbits (13) , cats (17) , and goldfish (18) . The dynamic characteristics of the HOKR were not reported in other animals. Sustained optokinetic stimulation in the presence of sufficient retinal slips induced adaptation of the HOKR in C57BL͞6 mice. The adaptation of the HOKR by sustained screen oscillations has been reported in pigmented rabbits (13, 19, 20) and goldfish (21) .
The 129͞Sv mice showed a very low gain in the HVOR but not in the HOKR. In contrast, 129͞Sv mice also showed a large delay in the phase of the HOKR but not of the HVOR. The neural circuitry for the HVOR and HOKR is supposed to be Thus, the deficits in the HVOR gain in 129͞Sv mice seem more likely to be caused by dysfunctions in the vestibular side rather than to those in the motor side of the vestibulo-ocular system. With the same reasons, we assume that dysfunctions in the visual systems involving the retina or accessory optic pathways, which send visual inputs to the vestibular nuclear or floccular neurons, cause the anomaly in the HOKR phase. Previous studies implied that the phase of eye movements is controlled independently of the gain of eye movements, because lesions in area I of the hindbrain selectively impaired the phase of the HVOR in goldfish (25) . Similar results were reported in prepositus hypoglossi nucleuslesioned cats (26) . The present data suggest that the gain and phase of the HOKR are also under the control of independent neural mechanisms.
The 129͞Sv mouse is known to exhibit several genetically based disorders in cognitive behaviors, i.e., in the water The screen oscillation at low velocity (5°at 0.11 Hz, 1.7°͞s) induces relatively small retinal slips (see Fig. 2 A) . The sustained oscillation of the turntable by 10°at 0.17 Hz in darkness induced no retinal slips. These results suggest that exposure to a sufficient amount of retinal slips is required for the adaptation of the HOKR. ‫,ء‬ P Ͻ 0.05, Student's t test. (1998) navigation task (9) . Embryonic stem cells derived from the 129 strains are widely used to generate gene-knockout mice. Thus, for the analysis of behavior including sensory-motor tasks in knockout mice derived from the 129 strains, sufficient backcrossing to the C57BL͞6 strain seems to be necessary. The HOKR and HVOR are known to be adaptively modified by 1-3 h of simple visual-vestibular or visual stimulations in the presence of a sufficient amount of retinal slips. Adaptations of the HVOR gain are known in rabbits (13) , monkeys (27, 28) , rats (16) , and goldfish (29) , and adaptations of the HOKR are known in rabbits (13, 19, 20) and goldfish (21) . Lesion studies consistently suggest that the cerebellar flocculus is essential for the adaptation of the HVOR and HOKR in rabbits (13) and for the adaptation of the HVOR in monkeys (30) (32) and rats (16) . The lack of adaptation of the HOKR in flocculus-lesioned mice suggests that the flocculus plays an essential role in the adaptation of the HOKR in mice as well as in other animals. The lesions preferentially located in the middle and caudal parts of the flocculus. The results seem to be consistent with the previous findings that the neuronal activities responding to the optokinetic stimulation were most prominent in the middle sections of the rostrocaudal extent of the flocculus in rat (33) . It should be noted that the paraflocculus-lesioned mice showed the adaptation of the HOKR. Furthermore, the mice i.p. injected with 3-AP failed to show the adaptation of the HOKR. Because 3-AP selectively destroyed neurons in the inferior olivary nuclei, the inferior olivary nuclei seem to also play a crucial role in the adaptation of the HOKR. Thus, we suggest that the main neuronal circuitry for the reflex eye movements is phylogenetically conserved. However, subtle differences may exist among species. For instance, flocculus lesions reduce the gains of the HVOR and HOKR in rabbits (13), but not in mice, varied the gain of the HVOR inconsistently in monkeys (30) . The species difference in the effects of lesions on the HVOR are supposed to be induced by the relative strength of the out-of-phase and in-phase modulating flocculus Purkinje cells, which, respectively, act to enhance and depress the gain of the HVOR, in these animal species. Actually, the population of the out-ofphase modulating Purkinje cells are dominant in rabbits (20) , but equivalent to that of the in-phase modulating Purkinje cells in monkeys (34) within the flocculus. Furthermore, we found that the HVOR, but not HOKR, in mice, was highly sensitive to external somatic stimuli. This is not the case in rabbits. The result may imply that neural circuitry of the HVOR is much more susceptible to the effects of the other neural circuitry than that of the HOKR. For instance, the extracerebellar neural circuitry may play a role in the eyeblink conditioning at a certain condition (35) .
Several lines of experimental evidence, thus far obtained for various animal species, seem to be consistent with the suggestion that the adaptations of the HVOR and HOKR are caused by plastic changes within the flocculus (36) . Chemical agents (hemoglobin or L-N G -monomethyl-N-arginine), which have been shown to interfere with the LTD of the parallel fiberPurkinje cell synapses by the climbing fiber inputs in slice preparations, actually blocked the adaptation of the HVOR in the rabbit and monkey (37) and the goldfish (38) . A different view is proposed regarding the role of the monkey flocculus (39) in the adaptation of the HVOR. Lisberger et al. suggested that a group of brain stem cells play a larger role than the flocculus during the adaptation of HVOR. However, some of the experimental observations on which this view is based seem to relate to the paraflocculus rather than the flocculus (34, 40) . Gene-knockout techniques have produced mice with defects in the type 1 metabotropic glutamate receptor (4), the ␦2 subunit of the glutamate receptor (5), the ␥ isoform of C kinase (7), and glial fibrillary acidic proteins (8) . Some of these mice show ataxic movement disorders and͞or acquisition of the conditioned eyeblink response, and also deficiencies in the synaptic plasticity in cerebellar neurons (LTD) and͞or an anomaly in the cerebellar circuit genesis. Whether these mice also show impairment of the adaptation of the reflex eye movements, which is a most primitive model of motor learning, should be clarified in future experiments.
